Vote your “RJ” Reproductive Justice Values!
Keep yourself, family and community in your mind and your heart at the polls!
Here’s a CLRJ’s easy voter guide to print, view on your phone, text, share on facebook, whatever you do, to vote
for the well-being of our families, communities and all Californians, especially those that cannot vote (like young
people, immigrants) but are just as impacted by the elections’ outcomes!
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Investing in Education and Fixing CA’s Deficit Cycles - Educational access is RJ!
Saves an automatic trigger cut of 6 billion dollars. Provides funding to K-12, Colleges and Universities, and
to local Counties for public safety. If it does not pass, there will be more budget cuts that already affect
our educational system!
Amending Budget Process - Allocation of our state resources is an RJ issue!
Amends the constitution to give the Governor too much unchecked power to make budget cuts. A twoyear budget is unrealistic. It would constantly need to be re-adjusted. Overall, it makes vital programs for
low-income women and families vulnerable.
Corporate Take Over of Political Participation - Civic Participation is an RJ matter!
Prop 32 seeks to eliminate the voice of workers in political debates. Unions advocate for just and better
worker rights, wages, and benefits that otherwise corporations would continue to exploit. The needs and
voices of teachers, parents, workers and students will be further marginalized if Prop 32 passes.
Raises Car Insurance Prices, Not Discounts - Consumer fairness is RJ!
This proposition, which is backed by insurance companies, allows them to discriminate against drivers
based on whether they previously carried auto insurance with any insurance company. It unfairly
punishes people who stop driving for legitimate reasons such as dropped coverage while in college, using
mass transit or unemployment. This is not a “discount”, it is discrimination for profit.
Because the “Justice” System Is a Broken System - Those Incarcerated Have Human Rights!
Repeals the death penalty and replaces it with life imprisonment without the possibility of parole, which
actually saves money. Repealing the death penalty will protect wrongly accused and put an end to this
inhumane act, which often times affects and determines the lives of people of color.
Human Trafficking Requires Better Solutions - Human Rights = RJ. This measure is poorly written and
would actually have negative effects on both prosecuting traffickers and survivors of trafficking. Human
trafficking is a heinous crime and violates every human right; however Prop 35 does little to address the
real issues. Human trafficking is a systemic problem often with international implications and simply
imposing fines and harsher sentences at the local level does not address the root causes.
Improving the Three Strikes Law - Keeping Our Communities from Being Unnecessarily Locked Away for
Life is RJ! Prop 36 is a much needed change that would revise the three strikes law to impose a life
sentence only when the third felony conviction is a serious or violent crime. (State savings could be as
high as $90 million over the next two decades.) The criminalization of brown and black youth, women,
and communities is an RJ issue!
Labeling Genetically Engineered Food - The Right to Know What You Eat is RJ! Californian families
deserve to be informed of what we feed our children, families and communities. This measure would
require most genetically engineered foods to be labeled as such. It exempts foods sold for immediate
consumption such as in restaurants. Food justice is an RJ issue.
Short-sighted Prop Does Not Prevent Budget Cuts to Education – All Education and Safety Net Programs
Matter! Passing 38 would not address California’s structural deficit. If Prop 38 passes, Prop 30 is null and
void, which would result in continued severe cuts to unprotected programs such as Cal Grants,
community colleges, higher education, CalWORKs and Medi-Cal—all programs that serve low–income
women and families. Because having these resources cut is an RJ issue!
Stop the Corporate Giveaways – Funding for jobs and strengthening public revenues are RJ issues!
This measure levels the playing field for businesses by closing a loophole that has allowed out-of-state
businesses to pay lower taxes in California. It dedicates revenues for five years to clean and efficient
energy projects and is expected to bring in about $1 billion annually in increased state revenues.
Approving Redistricting Process – Civic Participation is an RJ issue! Approves state senate districts,
already in effect, which were created through an extensive public process that voters approved in 2008
and 2010. Overturning the districts sends the issue to the State Supreme Court, which has already
indicated that the Commission-drawn districts meet constitutional requirements. Repealing impacts lowincome women and families by wasting additional scarce state dollars on an issue that voters already
approved.

